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Analysis of the Respondent’s Disclosure (July 2009) 

Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A): 
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 (July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

30 JUNE / 01 JULY 2009 
02:53 R/C – Bridgenorth  
male in housecoat  
on lawn tractor @  
subway plaza  
parking lot 
- ENR from Young PT. 
02:56 ATS - locate male  
on lawn tractor –  
w/b north shoulder 
of causeway 
- head right in front  
of tractor 
- no other traffic  
on causeway at time 
- male - blond - young 
- blue house coat 
- white ship striped  
shirt underneath 

 

(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

- back pack 
- male I.D. verbally  
as [black]  
– said ENR home  
from Bridgenorth –  
home near Fowlers  
Corners 
- lives with foster dad 
- had him step off  
tractor – said not  
drinking – had  
six pack of Labatt  
Blue DeAlcoholized  
beer – opened  
case – no bottles opened 
- said it was his  
dad’s lawn tractor 
- asked for ID 
- said it was in 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

his bag 
- locate wallet in  
nap sack 
- also in back pack  
is green large  
1 ½ fold fire crackers 
- white fan 
- knife + pkg 
- change 
- mac’s milk bag  
with pornographic  
magazine + CD 
- no DL 
- locate Health  
Card in brown  
wallet 
[black] 
- had comms do  
CPIC + Niche int  
check 
[black] 
- 4 calls with him  
re assaults  
- victim sexual assault 
- last occurrence  
2004 
Lawn tractor –  
Mastercraft – 16  
HP 42” riding lawn  
mower –  
green/grey 
PC Briscoe gave 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

me father’s (foster)  
phone # + address 
[black] 
[black] 
03:05 [black] 
[black] 
- foster parents 56 yrs 
 for Chris 
- thought he was at  
home in bed 
- shocked to hear he  
was in Bridgenorth 
-> last night Chris 
stating he was making  
out packed things  
this morning – had  
Stuff in living room 
 
-> Goldcross – independent  
agency for CAS  
involved 
-> [black] 
[black] 
[black] 
03:10 arrest [black] for  
possession of stolen  
property re lawn  
tractor  
-> while on phone with  
[black] I asked him  
about his riding lawn  
mower – [black]  
said he had a red one 
- didn’t know who  
would have a 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 
 

 

[black] 
- I yelled out under  
at [black] + asked  
him who’s lawn  
tractor it was – he  
said a neigbors. 
I asked him if the  
neighbor knew he h 
ad the tractor +  
he said no 
- that is when I stepped  
out of cruiser +  
arrested him 
- PC Jack handcuffed  
+ search – place  
in rear of my  
cruiser 
- explained arrest  
for possession of  
stolen tractor 
 
[black] 
03:20 meet PC Briscoe +  
PC Jack 2 [black]  
restaurant 

 

 

(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

- spoke with employee 
baking. OK to l 
eave lawn tractor  
in parking lot until  
we can locate  
an owner 
[black] 
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(July 1, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 5, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(June 30/July 1, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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I appreciate Counsel’s disclosure of my notes for June 30 / July 1, 2009. From my notes it is evident that I 
did not document anything about PC Payne’s inappropriate behaviour towards me in the morning of July 1, 
2009, in the Constables’ office. I knew she was going through rough times and I observed her to be 
emotionally unstable so I sucked her berating of me in front of others in and kept it to myself. As will be 
shown later I also refused to disclose her name at the meeting with S/Sgt. Campbell on August 19, 2009. I 
firmly believed that doing so was highly unethical. Neither PC Payne documented anything about our 
conversation in the Constables’ officer in her regular notebook. However, PC Payne went out of her way to 
surreptitiously start a separate notebook to document her interactions with me in careful detail (including 
the berating of me). Not only it was unethical on her part, but it was also in dire contravention of the 
Ontario Provincial Police Orders. 

(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

  
 
It is against the Ontario Provincial Police Orders and the Police Services Act to keep more than one daily 
journal at a time. I clearly remember from the Ontario Police College that such practice was strictly 
prohibited. However, PC Payne maintained a separate journal consisting of her observations made 
regarding me. When it came to dealing with me PC Payne independently decided to keep a separate journal 
to fabricate false allegations and to document her observations and interactions with me in dire 
contravention of the Ontario Provincial Police Orders. The Tribunal should wonder if the other three rookie 
recruits that started around the same time I did were privileged in being monitored and documented in 
such details as I was. Alarming is the fact that S/Sgt. Campbell and Sgt. Flindall were aware of this and 
condoned PC Payne’s practice. There was a total aberration of policies (be it the Ontario Provincial Police 
Orders or Human Rights Code or the Ontario Public Service) (Exhibit 87, Exhibit 88, Exhibit 89, Exhibit 
90a, Exhibit 90b, Exhibit 90c, Exhibit 90d, Exhibit 90e, Exhibit 116, Exhibit 117, Exhibit 118, Exhibit 119) 
when it came to dealing with me. 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders 2.50 Member Note Taking (Exhibit 117):
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

Daily Journal Number: Re PC Jack 
Name: Payne J. 
Rank: OIC (Officer in Charge) 
Badge Number: 9931 
Location:  
First Entry (Date): 30Jun09 
Last Entry (Date) 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

30 JUNE 2009 – 01 JULY 2009 
02:20 - Assisted PC Jack with  
mischief complaint  
suspect [black]  
damaging mailboxes  
ENR (doubled up with  
PC Briscoe) 
- Unable to locate vehicle  
+ another call had  
come in re barking  
dog on Young St  
Ennismore 
-While at this call  
call came in reference  
male in housecoat  
in lawn tractor in  
Bridgenorth 
- Jack assisted with this  
call 
-went back to  
Lawrence St. with  
[black] City of Kawartha Lakes (CKL) investigating  
arson. 
- PC Jack assist +  
follow around 
- trying to do notes on  
various @ various times @  
Lawrence St. 
- PC Jack requires  
some of my times +  
names 
- provided to him –  
dash pad – few times 
- said he’d do it later 
04:30 - when Briscoe + I  
attended at [black]  
residence to discuss 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

charges re Theft –  
possession of lawn tractor  
they advised used  
no 
- came back to car/cruiser 
- PC Jack in front 
 seat of cruiser  
speaking with my 
[black] 
- when he came out of  
cruiser I asked him  
if he supplementary cautioned  
[black] 
he said he didn’t 
he was talking him  
off the record  
about the fan in  
his backpack 
- I advised him 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

he aud shouldn’t  
speak with someone  
else’s prisoner +  
should have supplementary  
cautioned him before  
talking to him in  
the car 
- may ruin investigation  
for CKL officers who  
want to interview  
him [black] 
- said OK – he didn’t  
know 
- PC Jack provided  
dash pad re notes  
again – declined 
-  would do later 
- at detachment where I  
was completing my  
notes to fax to CKL  
CKL detachment PC Jack  
asked for my notebook 
I advised him my  
notes weren’t done yet 
- I expressed that he  
should be making  
his own notes + I  
could provide him  
with some names  
+ times for reference 
- because that my notes  
are mine and his  
are his notes about  
what he remembers 
- I didn’t want him  
to write his notes  
from my book 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

 

- he got angry +  
‘smart’ and said  
he can just take  
my notebook from  
my diary slot at  
any time and read  
it 
- I asked him why  
he wanted my notes  
& he stated to study  
them because he wants  
to see how someone  
else does them –  
he’s finding it  
difficult with culture –  
language barrier 
- made reference  
to housecoat wherein  
he used a different  
term for earlier in  
night 
- I advised Jack no That  
I would him a  
copy of my notes  
after I completed +  
faxed them 
- I copied notes +  
provided Jack with a  
copy. 
- at this point he  
still hasn’t completed  
his own notes for  
the evening or last  
call 
- I advised him he  
needed to complete +  
fax copy to CKL 

I did not get angry. I was 
confused as to why she did 
not want to share her 
knowledge with me. When I 
said I could take her 
notebook from her diary 
slot at any time I 
emphasized that I did not 
want to take it without her 
explicit permission. 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

 

06:40 - PC Jack read first  
couple of my pages  
of notes then  
threw them back  
in my diary slot 
- I asked him why  
he put them back  
if he wanted them  
so badly – he  
said he was tired  
+ couldn’t concentrate  
to read them 
- I was confused he  
had made a such  
a big deal about  
getting my notes +  
now he didn’t want  
them + gave them  
back. 
- he said he’s finding  
it difficult to do  
this job with the  
language barrier +  
accent 
- he said he feels  
he hasn’t been coached  
properly 
- I advised him that  
I was there to  
assist him now  
that I was afraid because  
he’s been using the  
“language barrier” as  
a “crutch”, for to  
that I’ve heard for  
the past month 
I told him I didn’t 

I never ‘threw’ them 
back! PC Payne is so 
inconsistent in her notes. 
PC Payne used 3 different 
terms – threw, put, gave –  
to describe the same 
action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seeing that PC Payne was 
upset while handing me 
over a copy of her notes 
and having reviewed 
them briefly I returned 
them to her. 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

 

want this to become  
a crutch for him 
- I advised him that  
PC Filman is a  
good & knowledgeable  
officer + I don’t  
believe that Filman  
didn’t coach him  
properly + that  
I didn’t want to  
hear that excuse  
again 
- I said that I’ve  
been asked to help  
guid guide him  
& be his “go to”  
person (which he’s  
known about in the  
past) 
- He’s to come to me  
with help/questions  
- Further, that I  
would help him  
with his assignment  
list + prioritizing  
what needs to be  
done 
- I advised him I feel  
he’s spending too much  
time on calls that  
aren’t going anywhere  
than on the important  
ones 
- This is what I’ve  
seen in past month 
- We had this 
conversation in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In other words, ‘Jack, you 
have been lying!’ 
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(July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

the Constables  
office by the  
shredding bins,  
other officers present  
- PC Jack upset  
with my confronting  
him – he had a  
look on his face  
that he was angry  
that I was calling  
him to task on  
his behaviour/actions 
- at one point I  
was speaking +  
he cut me off +  
I asked him not  
to cut me off +  
let me finish  
talking. 
 

 
 
 
The other officers were PC 
Marc Gravelle and PC Dan 
Gay. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That is when PC Payne said: 
‘Do not interrupt me 
because I am senior to you.’ 

 
I must emphasize the usage of the phrase ‘confronting him’. At the time in order to succeed I needed help, 
patience, encouragement and guidance. I needed my colleagues support. The last thing I needed was 
confrontation and accusations, which I got plentiful. The definition of the word ‘confront’ that PC Payne 
frequently used with regards to our rare interactions are as follows: 

• Meet (someone) face to face with hostile or argumentative intent; 
• Oppose, as in hostility or a competition;  
• Face up to and deal with (a problem or difficult situation); 
• Compel (someone) to face or consider something, esp. by way of accusation; 
• Present itself to (someone) so that dealing with it cannot be avoided; 
• Deal with (something unpleasant) head on; 
• Appear or be placed in front of (someone) so as to unsettle or threaten; 
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(June 30 / July 1, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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My responses to the above 9 bullet point entries are as follows: 

• True. 
• True. 
• Possibly true. 
• Partially true. I was upset, but I was not angry. I am not sure what PC Payne meant by me snapping 

back. However, the Tribunal could see that the overall content of PC Payne notes are a compilation 
of negativity viewed from a negative point. For example: A simple request from a rookie recruit to 
view her notes regarding a serious investigation in order to see how she documented her 
observations were viewed by her as a lack of competence to do my own notes and a desire to copy 
her notes. She failed to see that, as a rookie recruit it is beneficial to observe how various officers 
document their observations in their notebooks in order to create your own personal style.  

• True. 
• That is so wrong. I never threw the notes back in the diary slot. That is so wrong! I either put them 

into the PC Payne’s diary slot or gave it back to her. I do not remember exactly how I returned them 
to her (I either handed them over to her or put them in her diary slot) but it was not done in a 
violent manner. Where did she come with these examples from? Accusing me of winking at her. 
Then accusing me of snapping back at her. Then accusing me of throwing her notes in her diary slot. 
When I read all these accusations, I feel like I am an ungrateful, disrespectful and a violent harasser. 
I was the one who needed to be looked after. I was the one who was seeking help from them. They 
were the ones who had power over me! Not the other way around! How could an officer in a 
position of authority over another accuse their subordinate whose livelihood was on the line of 
those misdeeds? That just does not make any sense! 

• True. 
• True. 
• True. 
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(July 3, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: Comments: 

 

 

 

03 July 2009 (FRI) 
 
18:00 ON DUTY 
[black] 
Zone partners  
Filman [black] & Jack [black] 
18:15 - shift briefing  
18:2515- brief 
18:35 Complete 
- assist Cst Fairfiled  
with copies of DVD  
statement 
- spoke with Sgt. Flindall  
just before briefing 
- advised him I had a  
conversation with PC Jack  
reference a few things  
that transpired last shift 
- to discuss later after  
briefing 
- load cruiser 
[black] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PC Payne’s view of a few 
things were steeped in 
prejudice towards me 
and any comments she 
made to Sgt. Flindall only 
served to alienate me 
further and leave me 
feeling more of a leper. 

 

Calls for service (reportable and non-reportable) (Exhibit 47): 

 

 
 

 
I made the following notes in reference to the ongoing neighbor dispute between Mr. Jeff Standaert (and 
other neighbors) and Mr. Doug Anderson (Exhibit 47c, pages 60, 64 – 70). 
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(July 3, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 5, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 4, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 4, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 3-4, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments 

 

- 03 + 04 July 2009 
- PC Jack did not  
speak to me much  
dru during these  
2 shifts nor did  
he make a point  
of contacting me  
for any assistance  
or guidance 
- I am to assist  
PC Jack with an  
arrest warrant brief 
- Busy cleaning up  
own assignment  
list + DARs before  
vacation 

Judging by the Counsel’s response to 
the application, the humiliating 
berating in front of other officers is 
called giving direction and constructive 
criticism that I was not willing to 
accept and failed to heed to. In reality 
the so called “constructive criticism” 
was nothing less than harassment 
mixed with false and vexations 
accusations and berating in front of 
others. 

 
(July 3 & 4, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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(July 4, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 4, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

In my Month 8 PER (09 Jun 09 – 09 Aug 09) in the Attitude Towards Learning section Sgt. Flindall / PC 
Payne noted the following with the ‘Does Not Meet Requirements’ rating:

 

In my Month 8 PER (09 Jun 09 – 09 Aug 09) in the Self Awareness section Sgt. Flindall / PC Payne noted 
the following with the ‘Does Not Meet Requirements’ rating: 

 

While I do not remember why I did not speak with PC Payne much (maybe because I was busy with calls for 
service and did not require her “help”) one thing I am certain of – I was very scared of her. 
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Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 23: 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 27: 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 45:

 

 

(July 6, 2009) (Volume 1, I-101):

 

The above e-mail is an example of me trying to be a team player. Had only the Respondent disclosed all my 
e-mails using my former Justice account the Tribunal would have had proof of my correspondence with PC 
Pollock. 
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(July 6, 2009) (Volume 2, O), PC Filman’s notes: 

 

 
 

 

 
 
(July 6, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:

 

For my account of the occurrence please refer to Exhibit 47c, pages 18 – 24. While PC Filman is correct in 
saying that I did forget to read the accused Rights to Counsel at the scene he failed to mention that as soon 
as I was made aware of the error I acknowledged the mistake and immediately corrected the issue. The 
Tribunal should take heed of the discrepancies in PC Filman’s entries across 4 different entries:  

• PC Filman’s notes (July 6, 2009) where the incident is not even mentioned. 
o PC Filman did not see any merits to document something minor like that as the accused was 

not going to have an opportunity to call a lawyer until he was brought to the detachment, at 
which time he was read his Rights to Counsel and provided with the opportunity to call a 
lawyer.  

• Month 5 PER (09 May 09 – 09 June 09) where the incident is mentioned from a positive perspective. 
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o PC Filman documented the incident in my PER (though a wrong PER) as something minor 
that was corrected on the spot at the time it took place.  

• Month 6 & 7 PER (09 June 09 – 09 Aug 09) where the incident is mentioned from a negative 
perspective. 

o Sgt. Flindall and PC Payne found it incumbent upon themselves to turn the incident from 
positive to negative in my subsequent fabricated PERs. 

• Point form chronology (July 6, 2009) where the incident is mentioned from a negative perspective. 
o When PC Filman prepared the point form chronology sometime in November 2009 he went 

along with the rest of the pack to document the incident negatively. 

In my Month 5 PER (09 May 09 – 09 June 09) in the Federal Statues section PC Filman noted the 
following:

 

How could have PC Filman documented me positively in my Month 5 PER (09 May 09 – 09 June 09) for the 
incident that took place on July 6, 2009? What a Detective! 

In my Month 6 & 7 PER (09 June 09 – 09 Aug 09) in the Federal Statues section Sgt. Flindall / PC Payne 
noted the following: 

 

How could have PC Filman documented me negatively for the same incident that he had documented me 
positively in the previous month? After all the Evaluator’s name was CST FILMAN (Exhibit 24). The answer is 
very simple, however. My Month 6 & 7 PER was written by Sgt. Flindall and PC Payne. As far as PC Filman’s 
lack of accuracy then when a coach officer is consistently inconsistent in his documentation of the events 
and is consistently off with respect to the accuracy and timing of the events, occasionally by more than a 
month, that could hardly be construed as an oversight on his part. It is a neglect of duty! 
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Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 36: 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 36:

 

 
(July 7, 2009) (Volume 1, I-37): 
(Re: Standaert vs. Anderson, Exhibit 47c, pages 60, 64 - 70) 
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Please note that Cst. Marc Gravelle never called back Cst. Freisen in reference to the chronic neighbor 
dispute between Mr. Doug Anderson and Mr. Jeff Standaert. However, around the same time of the year 
Cst. Marc Gravelle laughed at S/Sgt. Campbell (behind his back of cause) for attempting to do PR. I 
remember that because I was unfamiliar with the term PR and specifically asked Cst. Marc Gravelle what he 
meant by that, to which he told me that PR meant Public Relations. That is how I learned the term PR. 

(July 8, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:

 

With respect to discussing the pros and cons of PC Filman’s version of the Crown Brief Synopsis versus mine 
PC Filman is correct. With respect to agreeing with PC Filman’s version and that I was going to adopt his as 
a template for my future reports PC Filman is correct. 
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(July 9, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 9, 2009) (Volume 1, B), Sgt. Flindall’s notes: Comments: 

 

 

 

The masked out occurrence is in reference to the 
chronic neighbor dispute between Mr. Jeff 
Standaert and Mr. Doug Anderson (Exhibit 47c, 
pages 60, 64 - 70). 
 
Of interest is the fact that according to these 
notes I was requested to assist with the ongoing 
neighbor disputes. However, later on I was 
requested by Sgt. Flindall to investigate the case 
(RM09092516) and provide an advice Crown Brief 
Synopsis (Exhibit 47c, pages 65 – 68). 

 
(July 9, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 13, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 

 
 
On July 13, 2009, I came to the detachment early in the morning to work on my reports on my own time. 
Half of Sgt. Rathbun’s shift were off that night (to be precise 5 officers were on and 5 were off) (Exhibit 66). 
At approximately 3:00 am Sgt. Rathbun advised me of shift shortage and asked me if I could drive 
immediately to Zone 3 to patrol the area. Sgt. Rathbun advised me the OPP was looking for a suspect and 
they had received information from some telecommunication company that the suspect placed a call from 
his cellular phone from that area. The exact whereabouts of the suspect were unknown and due to the shift 
shortage Sgt. Rathbun asked me if I could patrol the area on Over Time, which he would approve for me. I 
agreed and headed out to my zone. Shortly thereafter a call of an MVC (SP09154944) came in that took 
place just on the border of Zone 3 and Zone 4. I was the only officer at the time in the area so I was 
dispatched to that call.  

Traffic reports re Motor Vehicle Collisions (Exhibit 47d, page 10):

 

Interestingly enough, this call that I cleared to my badge as non-reportable is mysteriously missing from my 
list of calls for service (Exhibit 47). I wonder why. 
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(July 13, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 5, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 

 

 
Please note the Counsel’s failure to blacken out the last name of Mr. Standaert on 4th line in the 2nd column 
‘STANDAERT LOST HIS MIND’. That was in reference to a statement Mr. Anderson furnished the 
Peterborough County OPP with respect to the ongoing neighbor dispute between himself and Mr. 
Standaert. It certainly defeats the purpose of blackening out all other instances of Mr. Standaert’s name in 
my notes.  

Though I would like and pass it off as a minor error on the part of the Respondent I have to contend with 
the fact that the Respondent scrutinized me in minute detail which is evident in the meticulous 
chronological documentation of me by many members. Many of my so called shortcomings or mistakes 
were minor and required a simple verbal address and guidance. However, that was not the case. Hence, I 
feel it incumbent that I too point out this minor error to stress the point of the natural conclusion one 
would have (that it is just a minor error that I am making a big deal over). 

 

(July 13, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 5, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 1, B), Sgt. Flindall’s notes: Comments: 

 
 

 

‘PC Payne starting to look after PC Jack – 
mentoring him to bring him back in line’ 
 
Let us analyze the above excerpt: 

• July 1, 2009 - PC Payne berates me in the 
Constables’ office in front of other 
officers. 

• July 13, 2009 - Sgt. Flindall makes the 
above entry in his notes. 

• July 18, 2009 - PC Payne accuses me of 
inappropriate conduct towards her. 

• End of July 2009, PC Payne calls Sgt. 
Flindall during his vacation to report what 
she viewed was my “mishandling” the 
Criminal Harassment case. 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

13 JULY 2009 (MON) 
- had originally planned  
to double up with PC Jack  
because my assignment  
list is clear  
(relatively) 
09:30 - review PC Jack  
assignment  list 
(1) Found bicycle –  
can be disposed of –  
returned to finder  
90 days are up  
(Crowley Line) 
(2) Fraud – Chemong Rd 
- need brief  
– arrest warrant  
(3) Fraud – Jeff Rd –  
ATM – $20  
withdrawn? 
- Niche report not  
on (since June 16th)  
no persons  added 
- Fui? where is this  
occurrence going 
(4) Theft - property –  
[black]  
resolved as court  
matter – advised  
him to send/complete  
report/task  
(5) - needs to append  
a couple of people 
(5) another found  
bicycle from April  
26th – 90 days  
not up yet.  
Cannot return 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

until end of  
July 
(?) Neighbor dispute  
[black] 
[black] 
- this assign/file  
needs attention  
immediately  
re calls on days  
off + S/Sgt. Campbell  
involved 
10:00 Sat down with PC  
Jack + go over  
assignment list  
+ discuss 
- 1st pri priority is  
to do neighbor  
dispute 
- said 1 ½ hrs to  
complete + check  
back in on him 
-> At briefing Pl Sgt.  
Flindall advised  
he’s told Jack he’s  
wanting him to do  
reports in Buckhorn  
+ not be @ office 
- I told Jack my  
intentions are to  
double up with him 
get his assignment  
list cleaned up  
+ start “playing” p  
vehicle stops 
- At some point  
need to discuss  
following with Jack 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes  (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

(1) – time management skills 
(2) – making mountains  
out of mole hills  
re: calls for service 
(3) – more vehicle stops +PON’s 
(4) – getting GOR on Niche  
more quickly 
(5) – Coming to me with  
questions + direction  
instead of Sgt. Flindall 
(6) – qut quit talking  
with people so much  
+ get work done 
(ie – goes thru details  
of case with a number  
of people but doesn’t  
get anything accomplished  
it seems) 
(7) – Shopping for answers 
(8) – out of office more 
----------------------- 
- need to work on  
above issues +  
address 
- past issues I’ve heard  
of 
- took picture/recorded  
PC Moran with  
camera pen 
- advised issue has  
been addressed +  
resolved 
- won’t listen to PC Filman  
when given direction 
- upset about evaluation  
+ brought in marks 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

from school 
- possible driving  
issues 
- possible problems  
with women –  
which brings us  
to an incident in  
may between us 
- he found out I  
was coming back to  
road in June +  
was going to “mentor”  
him 
- he was excited –  
he we discussed  
a Fraud he was  
working on – which  
he later went +  
discussed with  
another officer after  
I gave him advice  
(JP Cantin) – then  
at end of our  
conversation in lunchroom  
he looked me up +  
down + winked at  
me + made the  
clicking noise with  
his mouth 
I was caught off guard  
but didn’t say  
anything + walked  
away 
- On my first day  
in uniform ?? 
had Jack came  
up to me while 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

I was @ computer  
said I looked good  
in uniform. I  
advised him  
that he’d seen me in  
uniform before  
it was nothing new 
 (in January) 
- I told a few officers  
re: comment +  
Sgt. Flindall. 
- it was discussed  
if he said anything 
 further I would  
call him on it –  
approach Jack +  
advise inappropriate  
and to stop 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PC Payne’s perception of my 
comment was so wrong that it 
literally served to further poison 
my work environment whereby it 
further increased everyone’s 
desire to watch me more closely. 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

13 JULY 2009 
12:24 [black] PC Jack –  
re status – office 
complete neighbor  
dispute working  
on mischief call  
from this morning  
and TR  
[black] 
[black] 
13:20 [black]  
[black] 
14:55 – read [black] ??? 
PC Jack Fraud  
credit card –  
[black]  
from June 
- start Niche –  
crown brief folder  
UCR’s,  
etc. 
- PC Jack not have  
Crown brief & other  
details to complete  
synopsis with him 
- left it @ detachment 
- advised him to 
work on GOR re  
Jeff Rd Fraud  
at ATM  
because no report on  
from June 16th  
original call date 
[black] 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

12:24 -1021 PC Jack  
finished neighbor  
dispute 
- working on TR -  has  
to redo (from this  
morning) 
- advised him to stay  
in + get GOR reports  
done for occurrences  
+ never couple up  
so we can play 
- I advised him I’ll  
check in 1 hour or so 
14:00 PC Jack @ ESO  
Bridgenorth 
- assist re: Fraud brief –  
re arrest warrant 
- didn’t brif bring  
actual brief & folder 

 

(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

with him with other  
details to complete  
brief so I was only  
able to help him in  
limited capacity 
- -------------> 
14 July 2009 (Tues) 
- asked Jack why  
not have brief with  
him & told him  
he should have it with  
him if he req’s my  
help 
-------------> 
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(July 13, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology: 
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Based on the list of the identified deficiencies compiled by PC Payne after knowing me only tangentially for 
approximately a month, one has to “complement” her on the “strength and accuracy” of her decisive 
insight with respect to me. In light of my “shortcomings” identified by PC Payne I hope that the Tribunal will 
wonder how I managed to learn two foreign languages, earn two science degrees (with distinction I must 
say) entirely on my own in a foreign country in a foreign language, earn the respect and recognition of my 
Canadian professors and University colleagues, become a police officer in a country that I was not native to, 
earn a fitness award at the Ontario Police College and a “Top Dog” award in handgun practice at the 
Provincial Police Academy.  

Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A): 

 

 

Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 3, 2012), Analysis of Michael Jack’s case load: 
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Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A): 
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(July 14, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 5, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The above notes were made in reference to the investigation of the ongoing neighbor dispute between Mr. 
Jeff Standaert and Mr. Doug Anderson (RM09092516) (Exhibit 47c, pages 60, 64 - 70) for which I was 
chastised by Sgt. Flindall and PC Payne and for which, in addition to other occurrences, Sgt. Flindall was 
served with a negative 233-10 by S/Sgt. Campbell (Volume 2, L-13). 

In my Month 6 & 7 PER (09 Jun 09 – 09 Aug 09) in the Planning & Organizing section Sgt. Flindall and PC 
Payne noted the following with the ‘Does Not Meet Requirements’ rating: 
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(July 14, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

14 JULY 2009 (TUES) 
- PC Jack dispatched to  
Personal Injury Motor Vehicle Collision Cty. Rd. 23  
(Buckhorn Rd.) while  
I was doing prisoner  
run to court with  
Sgt. Flindall 
- while I was ENR to  
assist I was PC Jack  
I was dispatched to  
MVC – FTR – falling  
debris [black] 
- approximately 10:08 am I was  
sitting on Hwy 28 just  
North of Young’s Point Road 
+ was told I could  
disregard MVC wrong  
location – just before  
cruiser turned off  
Young’s Point Road right South Bound 
onto Hwy 28 
- assumed PC Jack  
but he had PI MVC 
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(July 14, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

was invest +  
later b/w 10-30 – 11 pm 
PC Jack advise still  
ATS invest MVC PI 
- no other units up  
this way 
- u/k why he came  
to my location @  
that time if he  
had PI MVC &  
why not ENR to PRHC  
coming to Hwy 28 is  
out of way 
- while I was at B+E  
@ [black] in  
Woodview call in  
Bridgenorth re  
car vs. Pedestrian  
possible domestic 
- red car hit male  
who had gotten out  
of car + took off 
- I was [black] – PC  
Jack had finished  
PI MVC + 
 PC Gilliam stated  
he was avail for  
dispatch but was in Keene 
- I ad called PC Jack  
+ advised him to  
attend – he said he  
didn’t hear call details  
I advised him of  
same + said he  
needs to attend ENR  
to Ptbo. Regional Health Center + take care  
of call because going 
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(July 14, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

thru Bridgenorth  
anyway. 
15:12 - Alarm – Mississauga  
   ??? 
- PC Jack @ detachment 
- I was west of Flynn’s Corners 
so I attended 
- need to speak with  
Jack about why @ detachment 
& not @ ESO  
like directed 
16:25 R/C PI MVC –  
PC Jack assist me 
-------------->----- 

 

Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A): 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

17 JULY 2009 
06:05 - approx. 
PC Jack said good- 
morning & winked at  
me 
- need to pull him aside 
- speak with him about  
this issue 
- not acceptable 
- I’m superior officer 
- not professional 
-> PC Jack advised  
me needs direction  
re: PI MVC where he  
wants to charge male 
driver + has all D1  
items (DL ownership ins) 
D1 left scene when  
tow arrived + PC  
Jack unable to get  
ID + ticket to him 
- I had already advised 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

him to do up a brief  
+ long form summons  
for D1 
- stated/implied he  
didn’t know how 
- explained do brief  
like did for impaired  
+ submit to court  
+ they would do up info  
+ swear to it to get  
summons for court 
- said D1 may come  
thru town + pick up  
ID this Wend. (Wednesday) 
- I said wait till Sunday  
to do brief then advise  
can serve Part I  
within 7 days 
- 2nd thing is he needs  
help with Fraud brief 
I’ve been promising to  
assist him with. 
I advised him I had  
a few things to clean  
up then I would  
meet him + assist 
- after I left office I  
went to do FU (follow up) re  
theft MV from [black] 
[black] 
when call came in  
from [black] re: B+E  
at library 
- PC Gilliam advise  
[black] can’t – criminal trial 
- common knowledge that  
[black] assist with 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

[black] calls when  
busy 
- wait for PC Jack to  
pipe up on air to  
take call 
- neg 
- I asked took details  
then PC Jack called  
me said he was  
going to take c 
-> disregard above  
call correction 
- call came in re  
MVC [black]  
meet people in [black]  
+ Gilliam advise  
[black] PC Jack not  
respond 
I took details –  
he calls me on [black]  
said he was responding  
to comms @ same time  
+ got bonked. 
- said he could take  
details. I advised  
him I could + would 
 take call. 
- While I’m ENR to  
do follow up re:  
theft of MV [black]  
[black] another  
call comes in  
for [black] – PC Jack  
no response so I took details –  
initial initial  
- speak with PC Jack on 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

phone – stated  
he was doing follow up  
+ didn’t hear call 
- I asked what for  
+ he said @ youth  
camp because of mischief  
+ spray painting this  
week + because he  
is Jewish he’s angry  
+ upset + wants to  
assist. 
- I asked him if this  
was a call he was  
dispatched to initially  
+ he said no it  
was while we were off  
he read  it + discovered  
racially motivated +  
it affected him so  
he thought he would  
follow up with invest 
- I advised him he  
needs to tell comm  
center when he gets  
out of car anywhere  
so that we know  
where he is. He  
advised he will  
do this from now on. 
- after discussion from  
PC D’Amico reevent  
re: incident come  
to conclusion that  
PC Jack shouldn’t  
be following up on  
other people’s calls  
unless asked to 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

- Mary advise incident  
just requested patrols  
in area 
- Need to speak with  
Jack re 
(1) notify comms of  
current  [black] +  
what doing 
-> [black] issue 
-> lets partners know  
where is & what doing 
(2) not to get involved  
in other occurrences  
unless dispatched to  
2nd call or request  
for follow up 
- PC Jack has time  
management issues 
- This is prime example  
why 
(3) shouldn’t have gone  
to call + started  
talking with people especially  
b/c of racial motivation 
(4) should be writing  
tickets & stopping mv  
as recruit. 
(5) his #’s are low  
+ should have higher  
ticket #’s 
few vehicle stops since  
I’ve been on road 
(6) need to speak with  
him about winking  
a me this  
morning 
-> PC Jack spent 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

day & B+E @ library 
 waiting for SOCO 
- Back to detachment around  
1500 
(7) stop com going to  
Sgt. Flindall f with  
advice + direction  
instead needs to  
come to me first 
- if I’m not available  
go to another senior  
member if they’re  
not available go  
to Sgt -  
Sgt. Flindall has  
enough staff to keep  
him busy + PC Jack  
is supposed to go  
to his coach for  
advice + direction 
- I’ve filled in to  
assist PC Filman  
with coaching +  
mentoring PC Jack. 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:

 

My responses to the above 4 bullet point entries are as follows: 

• It should be apparent to any objective reader that by that time any prudent person in my position 
should have been fearful of looking in PC Payne’s direction. And I was! I was literally scared of her. 
How can a person in their right mind wink at their superior in the given circumstances? Was PC 
Payne really seeing me winking at her? I was dating a local girl at the time and I was very happy with 
her. Why would I want to wink at PC Payne? Oh, I am sorry. I forgot. “Crazy Ivan” did not care about 
the 8 years of his life and all the financial resources that he invested into studying very hard (in 
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Canada) to become somebody. “Crazy Ivan” also totally disregarded his most cherished goal to 
sponsor his immediate family to Canada and further totally neglected the fact that PC Payne had 
serious relationship issues at the time. So “Crazy Ivan” was just walking around and winking at his 
superior officer as other things did not matter to him at all! 

• It was not a Personal Injury Motor Vehicle Collision. At least here I can use solid facts to prove that 
PC Payne was wrong. It was just a Property Damage Motor Vehicle Collision (Exhibit 47d, page 10): 
 

 
 
Please note PC Payne’s wording: ‘Then his story changed, and PC Jack now was stating…’ The 
usage of words and the manner of the comment suggests alienation and contempt. Had PC Payne 
been less hostile towards me she could have written something like, ‘Having contacted the driver PC 
Jack advised me….’ or ‘In light of the new information received PC Jack told me….’ But PC Payne 
chose to say, ‘Then his story changed…’. That is how police officers document non-cooperative, 
hostile witnesses to a crime, not a fellow officer they have good working relationship with.  

• Possibly true. 
• I explained in depth the incident in my rebuttal to my Month 6 & 7 PER in the Self-Awareness 

section (Exhibit 57). 

(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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In my Month 6 & 7 PER (09 Jun 09 – 09 Aug 09) and in my Month 8 PER (09 Aug 09 – 09 Sep 09) in the 
Radio Communications section Sgt. Flindall / PC Payne noted the following with the ‘Does Not Meet 
Requirements’ rating:

 

In my Month 6 & 7 PER (09 Jun 09 – 09 Aug 09) and in my Month 8 PER (09 Aug 09 – 09 Sep 09) in the 
Planning & Organizing section Sgt. Flindall / PC Payne noted the following with the ‘Does Not Meet 
Requirements’ rating:

 

In my Month 6 & 7 PER (09 Jun 09 – 09 Aug 09) in the Self-Awareness section Sgt. Flindall / PC Payne 
noted the following with the ‘Meets Requirements’ rating:
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Rebuttal to PCS-066P (Month 6 & 7) (Exhibit 57):

 

Two points are noteworthy to mention: 

• First, if I was doing the alleged follow-up then I would have put at least a supplementary report on 
the Niche RMS to account for my time and work done. However, there was nothing on the Niche 
since I was not following up on the investigation and there was nothing to report about. 

• Second, around the same time of the year I similarly conducted the requested extra patrol in my 
patrol Zone 3 in reference to a series of mischiefs in the Wayside Academy 
(www.waysideacademy.com), which is a Catholic school located at 575 Centre Line in Peterborough 
(intersection of Woodland Drive and Centre Line) when I happened to be in the vicinity of it. I also 
spoke with the director of the school about the mischief problem. However, I was not reprimanded 
for doing it. 
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(July 17, 2009) (Volume 1, B), Sgt. Flindall’s notes: Comments: 

 

 

 
On July 17, 2009, I was dispatched to a B&E call 
in Zone 2, which is summed up in the Self-
Awareness section in my rebuttal to my Month 
6 & 7 PER (Exhibit 57). 
 

 
(July 17, 2009) (Volume 1, I-36): 

 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders, Probationary Constable Evaluation Report Guidelines (Volume 7, 5):

 

Ontario provincial Police Orders, Administration & Infrastructure, 6.4: Human Resources (Volume 7, 2): 
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Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 36: 

 

On the contrary Cst. Filman was very disinterested in training me and this disinterest was very apparent 
throughout my probationary period. Furthermore, in light of the above e-mail the Tribunal can see that 
despite the fact that my Month 5 PER was due in June 2009 and the despite the fact that S/Sgt. Campbell 
reminded PC Filman on July 17, 2009, to submit it, it was not submitted until after August 19, 2009! How is 
that for not being disinterested in the Applicant’s training? 

My Month 5 PER (Exhibit 21, page 1):

 

My Month 5 PER (Exhibit 21, page 8): 
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Ontario Provincial Police Orders, Probationary Constable Evaluation Report Guidelines (Volume 7, 5):

 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders, Probationary Constable Evaluation Report Guidelines (Volume 7, 5):

 

 

Ontario provincial Police Orders, Administration & Infrastructure, 6.4: Human Resources (Volume 7, 2): 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 1, B), Sgt. Flindall’s notes: Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
The ongoing neighbor dispute that Sgt. Flindall 
mentions was Standaert vs. Anderson (Exhibit 47c, 
pages 60, 64 – 70).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sgt. Flindall ordered me to interview the involved 
parties to see if a possible criminal harassment case 
could be made. 
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(July 18, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A): 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 45:

 

How could have the Counsel for the Respondent stated that after July 18, 2009, I never came back to PC 
Payne for any advice, direction or assistance when (as clearly shown in PC Payne’s notes and despite my 
fear of PC Payne) I did? 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

18 JULY 2009 
06:40 appp approximately 
speak with PC Jack  
re issues – 
(1) current [black] ???  
[black] 
 (2) other people’s calls 
(3) Wink issue 
06:53 (boardroom)  
discussion complete 
- ask Jack if anything to  
say/discuss – said he  
does but not right now 
07:00 [black] 
07:21 assist PC Jack with  
brief 
08:10 [black] 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

[black] 
[black] 
17:00 [black] 
meet Sgt. Flindall 
advise PC Jack has  
a neighbor dispute  
that he’s working on  
that could be turning  
into criminal harassment 
- Jack needs to do  
formal statements  
from neighbors +  
complainants – get  
them in & do video  
statements 
- Sgt. Flindall will be  
talking to him about  
this 
- notes 
- shift conclusion 
18:00 OFF DUTY 
JenPayne 
---------------------------- 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

 

unless asked 
- not because ‘irritated’  
(his words) – motivated  
racially. 
- can mess up investigation 
- PC Jack said he  
heard people speaking  
Jewish @ Tim Hortons  
+ heard from [black]  
Jewish camp in area 
- was in area  + patrolled 
- I said that yesterday  
thats not what he  
told me – he said  
he followed up on  
incident he saw  
from Days off about  
graffiti + was  
irritated by it  
so went out to talk  
with them 
- tried to say he 
PC Jack then said  
there wasn’t much  
time to talk so he  
didn’t get to tell  
me that other stuff 
- bottom line is he  
doesn’t get involved  
in other investigations  
unless asked. 
- told him that if  
he felt he could  
assist he should have  
approached investigation 
officer 
 to see of enquire 
- Discussed “wink” 

I could not have possibly said that I 
heard people speaking Jewish 
simply because there is no such 
language in the world as a Jewish 
language. The two languages that 
Jewish people speak are Hebrew 
and Yiddish. Hence, PC Payne’s 
comment attests to not only her 
having limited scope of knowledge, 
but also her failure to document 
my words verbatim. More so her 
assumption that I said I heard 
people speaking Jewish was 
coming from a recollection that I 
said something to the effect that 
there was a Jewish camp in the 
area and that I overheard some 
teenagers speaking Hebrew inside 
the Tim Hortons in Bridgenorth so 
they must be Jewish. Now when 
she was preparing her notes she 
would not recall that I said I had 
heard people speaking Hebrew. It 
was not a common term in her 
narrow-minded vocabulary. Hence, 
her narrow-minded vocabulary 
compensated for her lack of 
intellect and substituted it with the 
word Jewish. When questioned she 
will be indignant and assert that 
that is what I stated. Only when 
advised that there is no such 
language as a Jewish language in 
the world will she acquiesce that I 
must have said Hebrew. However, 
prior to being corrected if she were 
talking to other officers she will be 
stating that I told her they spoke 
Jewish. The point is that it was this 
narrow-minded vocabulary and 
narrow mindedness of police 
officers local to Peterborough 
coupled with their inherit racism 
towards me that was critically 
detrimental to me.   
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

 

yesterday morning with  
Jack at computer  
console – said good 
morning  
+ winked @ me 
- said no – denied it 
 – said he had  
a eye that does  
that 
- I said there were  
other things too  
brought up time in  
lunchroom when  
he looked me up  
+ down + made  
clicking sound with mouth  
+ winked. 
- I said inappropriate 
- He asked if I thought  
he was hitting on me 
- I said didn’t know  
+ said bottom line  
inappropriate –  
unprofessional 
I am his senior officer 
- I also brought up  
time that he told  
me I looked nice in  
my uniform – PC  
Jack said yeah I  
remember. That it  
was a compliment  
“I will admit to  
that but not the  
other stuff” 
- blamed wink on  
eye – says it  
happens all the 

When PC Payne accused me of 
winking at her and looking at 
her inappropriately I was 
astounded, speechless and 
frightened as I had done 
nothing of the kind. I 
immediately recalled PC Payne 
loudly commenting in the 
Constables’ office in early June 
how she was going to rip PC 
Mackaracher’s head off for 
sleeping with PC Payne’s 
common-law spouse PC 
Brockley. PC Payne’s vexatious 
accusations scared me to such 
a degree that from that day on 
I was afraid to look at or speak 
with PC Payne. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That was the only rational 
explanation to PC Payne’s 
false accusation that I could 
have thought of at the time as 
my left eye would tend to 
wink uncontrollably in high 
stress situations. 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

time his eye will  
just close like  
that. 
- I asked PC Jack  
if he had anything  
he wanted to discuss  
he said yes after  
thinking for a bit  
but said he would  
not want to talk  
about it right now 
- I advised him to  
let me know later  
when/if he wanted  
to talk about it.  
07:21 - assist Jack with brief  
Fraud – to do sup  
for brief 
- needs to stay @ det  
to get synopsis of  
video statement re  
victim/witness  
for brief. 
- should take 1 ½ - 2 hrs  
to complete what  
he needs to do 
- synopsis video statement 
- new CR (Crown Report) 
- photocopy notes 
- photocopy other documents 
- told him when done  
doing video statement  
go to ESO to complete  
the rest to be in  
zone 
11:52 [black] from PC Jack  
said he got a call 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

from PC Jack –  
said heard from  
mother of D1 from  
PI MVC who he  
wanted to charge 
- wanted to know what  
to say to her 
- I advise give her  
doc’s back – she’s  
R/O of veh 
- tell her charges  
pending with her son  
re careless driving 
- do up brief + request  
? summons 
10:41 - am – PC Jack  
called me while @ ESO  
just finished  
transcribing statement 
- I don’t believe it is a  
summary 
- said still @ office  
doing brief 
14:15 [black] from PC Jack  
on my cell – I was  
in Buckhorn – advised  
he just got dispatched  
to a B+E - happened  
last night – [black] 
- thought I would do  
it b/c I was closer 
- I never offered to  
do it for him because  
he’s been in office  
all day working on  
brief + I’ve been out  
in my zone doing 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

calls for service. 
- I asked him what  
he’s been doing + he  
said he’s been busy  
with calls 
- the only call he  
got dispatched to  
was at 6:15 this  
morning. The cab  
call in Ojibway +  
he left message  
for comp who  
hasn’t gotten back  
to him 
- said I don’t know  
what he’s been  
doing since 7:30  
when I left him  
with 2 hrs of work on brief  
(approximately) and told  
him to get out to  
his zone to complete  
- the other call he  
has on list if from  
yesterday – neighbor  
dispute – complainant  
lives Toronto area  
hasn’t been able to  
get in with him  
left messages. 
14:29 hr [black] Sgt. Flindall  
on Sat I’ll advise  
him PC Jack tried  
to get me to do  
call he was dispatched  
to – when he’s  
been in office all 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

 

day 
- discuss he has  
time management  
issues 
- it would be interesting  
when I see/check his  
notebook to  
find out what he’s  
been doing for the  
last 9 hours 
- when he only had  
1 ½ approx. 2 hrs of  
work for brief 
- with 6 months  
under his belt he  
should be more  
proficient with  
time management +  
jumping up in at  
calls for service 
15:49 [black] from PC Agolini  
re property from  
PI MVC [black] 
- has iPod [black]  
[black] has attended  
det to pick up iPod  
that got @ scene  
apparently gave to  
officer. 
- call PC Jack –  
advised that he  
forgot + had cell  
phone in his duty  
bag – forgot in side  
pouch of duty bag 
17:00 - approx PC Jack advise  
he can 

 
 
 
Another example of 
the insatiable desire 
to scrutinize me any 
way possible and to 
also compare my 
explanations of 
anything said with 
what I documented in 
the hope of catching 
a contradiction or a 
lie. 
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(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

start taking calls  
+ assist on air - 
- advised comms  
night shift will  
take calls. 
- PC Jack will  
incur of overtime 
- Sgt. Flindall concur  
he will not take  
calls 
JenP 
------------> 

 

(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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My responses to the above 8 bullet point entries are as follows: 

1. True. 
2. True – that was when I was shocked. 
3. With respect to the handling of the Fraud investigation (SP09087157), please refer to the Follow-Up 

Orientation section in my Month 6 & 7 PER (Exhibit 57). 
4. What PC Payne did not want the reader to understand is that she was using an estimation of time 

that it would have probably taken her (an experience officer local to the area) to complete the 
work. She clearly did not want the reader to see that it would have taken a rookie longer. She also 
did not want the reader to see that it would have taken a rookie with cultural and language barriers 
even longer. Furthermore, she did not want the reader to realize that when one is at the 
detachment working on something that needs to be done within a given time frame, that time 
frame is always stretched much longer because they have to answer the phone that can at times 
take one off into another brief investigation to deal with the caller. Furthermore, one is constantly 
being called to the front desk to assist with a walk-in when front desk secretarial staff knows an 
officer is in the Constables’ office. Now when a rookie has to do deal with these interruptions to his 
task it should be expected that it would take such a rookie officer much longer than an experienced 
officer to deal with the interruptions.  

5. See below as the explanation is fairly lengthy. 
6. Sure. That is not surprising. I was accused of poor time management for having the decisive insight 

to save at least two hours (back and forth) of driving time to Peterborough County OPP. Was not it 
supposed to be a team effort?  

7. True. 
8. All I did was to advise the Communication Center that I cleared off the Break & Enter call. That was 

immediately “interpreted” and documented with negative connotation by PC Payne as me trying to 
work Over Time. 
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Response to the 5th bullet point entry is as follows: 

I contacted PC Payne and asked her if she could take the call because of the address of the Break & Enter 
call (Point C) was a relatively short distance north of Buckhorn (Exhibit 47, page 77) and PC Payne was 
already in Buckhorn (most likely in the Community Police Office) as shown in the following excerpts: 

 

At the time the call came in PC Payne was in Buckhorn (Point B) – approximately 18 minutes of driving to 
the Break & Enter address (Point C): 

(July 18, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

transcribing statement 
- I don’t believe it is a  
summary 
- said still @ office  
doing brief 
14:15 [black] from PC Jack  
on my cell – I was  
in Buckhorn – advised  
he just got dispatched  
to a B+E - happened  
last night – [black] 
- thought I would do  
it b/c I was closer 
- I never offered to  
do it for him because  
he’s been in office  
all day working on  
brief + I’ve been out  
in my zone doing 
calls for service 

 
At the time the call came in I was at the detachment (Point A) – approximately 39 minutes of driving to 
Buckhorn (Point B) and approximately an hour of driving to the Break & Enter address (Point C): 
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• First, in a number of instances I took calls for service that were dispatched to other officers because 

I was closer than them to call locations, which I believed was a proper and rational thing to do,  
• Second, I have heard on the radio other officers do the same (again it was proper attitude), 
• Third, PC Payne instructed me to do just that with respect to an after the fact Break & Enter call on 

June 16, 2009, at 12:01. PC Payne told me to continue working on my cases, let PCC know to contact 
PC Gilliam because PC Gilliam was closer geographically to the incident location. 

• It was therefore only rational to have an officer, not to mention that PC Payne was my zone partner, 
who was considerably closer and not handling any urgent calls for service at the moment (Exhibit 
109) to take that call. PC Payne’s officers journal pages 82, 83, 84, 85, 86 were not provided in the 
disclosure so I do not know what she was doing at the time the call came in, but from Exhibit 109 
(see excerpts below) it is clear that on July 18, 2009, PC Payne had only 3 non-reportable calls for 
service one of which (SP09159622) she even turned down due to what would appear a fake reason. 
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• Hence, it was only prudent to ask PC Payne to take the B&E call. Not only did she decline, but she 
also went out of her way to document it in her special notebook (Re PC Jack) in a manner that 
would convey the impression that I was fluffing off a call on her while she was very busy. What a lie! 
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(July 19, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

19 July 2009 (SUN) 
 
 
10:00 - help Jack with  
Fraud brief 
- Needs statement 
from female cashier  
for brief because she rang thru customer 
 
10:20 [black] 
11:24 [black] 
advised PC Jack 
now [black] from ??? (1 hour after I advised  
him to leave + go  
to zone)  
[black] 

 

(July 19, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

19 July 2009 (Sun) 
[black]  
[black] 
10:50 - assist PC Jack re  
Fraud brief brief  
Ptbo Detachment – Constables’ area 
- asked me to check  
out sy statement of  
witness 
- discover again that  
it is verbatim instead  
of synopsis 
- asked him why  
verbatim + not synopsis  
+ he advised he must  
have misunderstood me 
- it took him 3 hours  
to transcribe statement  
I advised him it was  
a waste of time because 
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(July 19, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

not required unless  
Crown requested 
- asked me what  
notes (his) he needs  
I advised anything  
pertaining to the  
case 
- after reviewing witness  
statements discovered  
he hadn’t taken  
DVD or written  
statements from  
anyone before photo- 
line-up 
- no statement yet  
from girl @ cash  
who rang thru  
accused. I advised  
him to attend [black]  
[black] today to  
get her details +  
attempt to get statement  
from her about  
the event 
- advised him to  
re write statement 
- he said said this  
should be a crime  
unit call – said  
he needs more time  
to work on it 
- I advised him its  
not a crime unit call 
- and he can do  
follow up when not  
responding to other  
calls. 
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(July 19, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments 

 

 

 

 

- everyone else can  
manage these types  
of calls ???  
and others 
- further I asked  
PC Jack what had  
he done all day  
in office from 6am  
to 2pm – said  
busy 
- said he re worked  
GOR for this  
occurrence +  
reviewed the DVD  
3 times to get  
synopsis right 
- advised Jack to  
contact complainant  
re 2 other calls  
[black]  
+ get to ESO to work  
out of ? that in  
Zone 
- I asked PC Crowder  
to advise me when  
PC Jack left office  
for ESO 
11:21 - received text 11:21 am  
from Crowder that  
Jack on road now 
- PC Jack went to  
[black] to  
locate female  
cashier reference  
statement 
- then went to ESO 
- while at [black] 

Though everyone else 
could manage these 
types of calls (which is 
false by default as PC 
Payne could not have 
possibly known how 
“everyone else” would 
have managed those 
types of calls) I could 
not and it was also very 
apparent to S/Sgt. 
Campbell that I was 
literally being left on my 
own to handle calls and 
investigations that were 
beyond my level of 
expertise and 
knowledge. He 
mentioned this very 
point in his e-mails to 
Inspector Johnston on 
August 18, 2009 
(Volume 3, W-3) and 
August 21, 2009 
(Volume 3, V-20). 
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(July 19, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

[black] PC  
Jack never got  
cashiers basic  
details like  
name, address,  
ph#. 
- PC Jack attended  
ESO + worked  
from there 
- did 911 call  
+ traffic complaint  
in afternoon 
- PC Jack never  
called me on this date  
to update me  
about anything 

How could have I gotten the 
cashiers’ basic details if they were 
not present at their work? And even 
if I had gotten their basic details 
how would that have helped? I still 
had to interview them personally, 
at which time I took all their 
personal details for the purpose of 
the investigation. Moreover, at 
least one of the cahiers lived 
outside the Peterborough County. 
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(July 19, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology: 

 

 

My responses to the above 4 bullet point entries are as follows: 

• The shortage of personnel is a managerial issue, but it indirectly affected me since I had to deal with 
calls where, though I might have wished to have some assistance I would have inevitably had to deal 
with calls entirely on my own. 

• Again what would and should take an experienced officer the length of time of the respective 
interview takes a rookie recruit much longer. However, the Tribunal should note that as a rookie 
this length of time would naturally improve over time. The desire to not make any mistakes for fear 
of incurring the wrath of those over me was what drove me to transcribe the interview.  
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• Again mistakes like this should be expected as normal from a rookie. I my case they were seen as 
neglectful acts. I was literally expected to be a fully experienced officer from the start of my 
probationary period. This is clearly evident by the meticulous documentation of all my mistakes, 
where real or fabricated, most of which are common to rookies. 

• While I might have wished to contact PC Payne I was certainly afraid to do so out of fear of being 
accused again for something that never occurred. 
 

(July 22, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

22 July Wed 
 
 
 
PC Jack sick 

 

(July 22, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

23 July 2009 (Thur) 
dayshift jp 
- meet with Sgt. Flindall  
+ Shaun Filman  
re Jack 
- learned PC Jack jp 
- 233-10 – old doc  
to keep tracking  
the issues 
- work performance  
plan need to be  
complete 
- Cst. Filman has  
current evaluation  
almost complete –  
needs input from  
me 
- has sent me  
copy of evaluation 
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(July 22, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

22 July 2009 
 
 
12:29 [black] det 
12:35 - Speak w Sgt. Flindall  
+ Cst. Filman re:  
PC Jack 
13:00 [black] 

 

(July 22, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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(July 22, 2009) (Volume 1, B), Sgt. Flindall’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note the excerpts from Sgt. Flindall’s notes: 

‘PC Jack’s PCS 066 is almost complete’ – Which PER was it written in reference to? My Month 5 or my 
Month 6 & 7 PER? 

‘currently some issues with his performance’ – How did PC Filman know that if we did not work together 
anymore. Because PC Payne was advising PC Filman! 

‘PC Payne is assisting him’ – That means she was picking on me, fabricating deficiencies in my performance 
and falsely accusing me of winking at her. 

‘spoke with Payne later – she was quite upset’ – that phrase speaks volumes about PC Payne emotional 
instability and biasedness towards me. Why would she get upset at me for doing my job thoroughly? Had I 
not transcribed the video statement verbatim, no one would have known that there were two other key 
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witnesses to the crime and that their statements constituted a crucial part in the investigation (Exhibit 47c, 
pages 3 – 4 and Exhibit 57, page 8). 

‘adv he was transcribing a statement for a brief’ – Two-and-a-half months passed between the interview 
of Customer Service Representative Jack Stamplecoski (Exhibit 47c, pages 3 – 4) in reference to the credit 
card fraud (SP09087157), in which I was a witness and NOT the interviewer, and the date I transcribed the 
video recorded statement. The transcription was necessary to gather all the pertinent information and get 
all the facts in issue straight for the synopsis. Moreover, I uncovered a very important detail during the 
transcription. For an in-depth explanation please refer to the Follow-Up Orientation section in my Month 6 
& 7 PER (Exhibit 57). 

‘uses his language as a barrier’ – English language was my third language when I started studying it in 
depth at the age of 23. It subsequently became my second language, replacing Hebrew.  

• How many languages does PC Payne speak?  
• How many languages does PC Filman speak?  
• How many languages does Sgt. Flindall speak?  
• How many languages does S/Sgt. Campbell speak? 
• S/Sgt. Campbell’s, Sgt. Flindall’s, PC Filman’s and PC Payne’s mother tongue is English. 
• Sgt. Flindall, PC Filman and PC Payne are native to Peterborough. 
• Sgt. Flindall and PC Payne were police officers for more than 10 years and PC Filman was a police 

officer for more than 6 years.  

All of them had superior advantage over me with respect to just about anything: language, work 
experience, knowledge of statutes, knowledge of OPP policies and procedures, detachment policies and 
politics, familiarity with the local culture and the area, security of employment, etc. 

Then instead of having some understanding of my situation and my perspective, sharing their knowledge 
and experience with me to build me up, they chose to neglect me at first and then to pick on me, get upset 
with me, falsely accuse me of numerous deficiencies and to harshly target me. 

Had they been unbiased towards me then perhaps they would have had more understanding that due to 
the tenderness in years of service and my foreign background it was only natural for me to take longer to 
accomplish certain tasks. In light of the above, I can only attribute their attitude towards me as racial 
hatred and disdain. This is especially true since none of the other probationary recruits were experiencing 
the same treatment. 

‘Jen to add comments to Jack’s PCS 066’ – PC Payne was not my coach officer! She had no right to enter 
her comments into my PER. It was the job of my official coach officer PC Filman to gather the information 
and to write my PERs. What they did contravened Ontario Provincial Police Orders (Volume 7, 2 and 
Volume 7, 5): 
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(July 22, 2009) (Volume 3, X), S/Sgt. Campbell’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(July 22, 2009) S/Sgt. Campbell’s transcribed notes pertaining to Constable Michael Jack:
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While the problems should have been documented by my coach officer PC Filman, the main problem was 
that PC Filman could not care less about me. Hence, there were problems.  

Please take special note of S/Sgt. Campbel’s comments: 

• ‘can’t have 2 notebooks’ 
• ‘social issues with shift’ 
• ‘poison work environment’ 

It is against the Ontario Provincial Police Orders and the Police Services Act to keep more than one daily 
journal at a time. I clearly remember from the Ontario Police College that such practice was strictly 
prohibited. However, PC Payne maintained a separate journal consisting of her observations made 
regarding me. When it came to dealing with me PC Payne independently decided to keep a separate journal 
to fabricate false allegations and to document her observations and interactions with me in dire 
contravention of the Ontario Provincial Police Orders. The Tribunal should wonder if the other three rookie 
recruits that started at the Peterborough County OPP Detachment at the same time I did were privileged in 
being monitored and documented in such details as I was. Alarming is the fact that S/Sgt. Campbell and 
Sgt. Flindall were aware of this and condoned PC Payne’s practice as she continued keeping two 
notebooks in her current use. There was a total aberration of policies (be it the Ontario Provincial Police 
Orders or Human Rights Code or the Ontario Public Service) (Exhibit 87, Exhibit 88, Exhibit 89, Exhibit 
90a, Exhibit 90b, Exhibit 90c, Exhibit 90d, Exhibit 90e, Exhibit 116, Exhibit 117, Exhibit 118, Exhibit 119) 
when it came to dealing with me. 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders 2.50 Member Note Taking (Exhibit 117):
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(July 22, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:

 

I did not speak to anyone about the issues between PC Payne and myself to that date. The documentation 
of the issues is so one-sided! What Sgt. Flindall stated in lines 7 – 9, ‘Sgt. Flindall advised of social issues on 
shift and advised it was up to him to ensure that the work place did not become a poisoned work 
environment to ensure persons acted professional’ was that Sgt. Flindall’s shift was uncomfortable with 
me and that there was dissention stirring and that was why S/Sgt. Campbell advised Sgt. Flindall (omission 
of the word ‘I’ after the ‘and’ and before ‘advised’ in line 8) that it was up to Sgt. Flindall to ensure my work 
environment did not become poisoned. However, it was too late for that as S/Sgt. Campbell later indicated 
in his e-mails to Insp. Johnston on August 18, 2009, and August 21, 2009, (Volume 3, W-3 and V-20, 
respectively). I was literally a leper on Sgt. Flindall’s shift. 

Please take special note that while S/Sgt. Campbell advised Sgt. Flindall very clearly that an officer could 
not have two separate notebooks (as is clearly evident from his notes, but for some reason is absent in the 
point form chronology) PC Payne still continued to maintain a separate notebook (Re PC Jack). 

(July 22, 2009) (Volume 3, X),  
S/Sgt. Campbell’s handwritten notes: 

(July 22, 2009) S/Sgt. Campbell's transcribed 
notes (March 13, 2012): 

 

 
 

 
While it would appear that S/Sgt. Campbell deliberately ommited to mention this crucial piece of evidence 
in the point form chronology, Sgt. Flindall deliberately allowed, and I would hasten to say encouraged, his 
“number-one” officer PC Payne to keep a special separate notebook (Re PC Jack). This was done in 
contravention of S/Sgt. Campbell’s direction and in dire contavention of the Ontario Provincial Police 
Orders. The former is not surprising since Sgt. Flindall called S/Sgt. Campbell “S/Sgt. Beaker” after the 
Muppet Beaker behind S/Sgt. Campbell’s back and PC Filman even used to show around a clip on 
www.youtube.com of Muppet Beaker running around with smoke coming out from his ears while pointing 
out that it was our Staff Sergeant.  
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Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A): 

 

Muppet Beaker 

     
 

 (July 22, 2009) (Volume 1, I-77):

 

(July 22, 2009) (Volume 1, I-77):
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(July 23, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): Comments: 

 

 

 

- 23 July 2009 (Thurs) 
- learned from Sgt.  
Flindall that PC  
Jack requesting to  
come in on Over Time 
to interview girls  
cashier re Fraud. 
- never did get  
their name, DOB,  
address 
- PC Jack thought  
because they were working  
on his rest days  
he could come in +  
interview them @  
that time –  
request denied –  
he can interview them  
when he’s working 
- PC Jack appears  
bored @ briefings –  
sit back from  
everyone else 
- scowl on face 
- does not get involved  
+ doesn’t comment 
- huffs + puffs like  
we’re wasting his  
time – I have noticed  
this in numerous  
occasions  
during briefings 
- noticed PC Jack 

While everyone on the platoon was 
relaxed and enjoying the 
camaraderie of a shift briefing I was 
deep in thought. Anyone that is 
deep in thought can have a fixed 
gaze at nothing in particular or even 
a light crease between their 
eyebrows. They might even have 
their lips pursed. Someone else 
looking at this individual might 
think that the person is upset. The 
fact is many of these briefings was a 
waste of time since they most 
consisted of none police related 
discussions. By the time PC Payne 
was making these observations of 
me I was already so steeped in 
concern of prejudice I was 
experiencing from everyone that 
my mind was barely present during 
these briefings. I might have huffed 
and puffed because I did not feel 
well (was still sick from previous 
day) and also because I could not 
wait to get out and start doing my 
job. Furthermore, how could 
anyone feel comfortable in a closed 
setting like a shift briefing when 
you were made to feel like a leper 
in a much larger setting? I felt that 
many ridiculed me and made fun of 
me and hence I just could not wait 
to get out of that room whenever 
we were all together.  
I actually thank PC Payne for her 
observations that show how the 
racial discrimination that I was 
being subjected to was affecting 
me. 

 
The reason I asked Sgt. Flindall if I could interview the cashiers on my day off was because during July 2009 I 
was so overworked that I virtually had no time to do it during my time on duty when the cahiers were 
working – either our working times were out of sync or I was busy with calls for service. When I asked Sgt. 
Flindall if I could attend the business location to interview the cashiers I specifically stated that I was not 
going to claim Over Time, but wanted to do so voluntarily. Sgt. Flindall denied my request.   
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(July 23, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

23 July 2009 
18:05 meet with Sgt. Flindall  
discuss PC Jack  
Harassment call  
assigned to this afternoon 
- discuss MVC’s briefing +  
OT to complete  
basic TR into while  
on rest days 
18:31 - send fax to [black]  
at Mastercard  
security to get details  
re [black]  
+ locations of credit  
card usage for  
follow up exam 
18:39 Get TR #’s for 5  
TRS’s 
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(July 23, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 5, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

I made these notes in reference to the Criminal Harassment investigation (R vs. Williamson, SP09164458) 
for which I was severely chastised by Sgt. Flindall and PC Payne in my Month 6 & 7 PER and for which Sgt. 
Flindall served me with a negative 233-10 (Exhibit 23a) and for which, in addition to other occurrences, Sgt. 
Flindall was served with a negative 233-10 by S/Sgt. Campbell (Volume 2, L-13). 
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(July 23, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 23, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012 and April 3, 2012),  
PC Hanna’s notes (Original & Transcribed): 
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(July 23, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012 and April 3, 2012),  
PC Hanna’s notes (Original & Transcribed): 
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(July 23, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012 and April 3, 2012),  
PC Hanna’s notes (Original & Transcribed): 

 

 
 

 

The Tribunal might find an article in the Peterborough Examiner (Exhibit 111) pertinent to the case. 
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(July 23, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 2, 2012), PC Brockley’s notes: 

 

 

THU 23 Jul 
[black] 
[black] 
[black] 
[black] 
[black] 
[black] 
[black] 
00:00 – assist P/C Jack with  
bail brief on Crim.  
harass. case 
Jack requested assistance 
with brief + asked 
me to read over  
statement ??? 
read statement over 
Jack then asked for me  
to do his 
synopsis for him 
- advised I wouldn’t 
and due to nature 
of case & that a 
PTA OIC Undertaking 
would make do with 
conditions of non- 
association, to surrender 
firearms  to the officer 
- advised him to send  
out email for RPG 
for suspect, contact 
Hanna to see if he 
can arrest suspect 
- to update victim in 
morning regardless of 
situation 
- that I would leave 
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(July 23, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 2, 2012), PC Brockley’s notes: 

 

THU 23 JUL 
PTA + OIC Undertaking 
& would leave in his 
diary slot 
- he asked about who 
would approve his  
OT if he came in 
tomorrow 
- spoke to S/Sgt. Campbell 
who was at detachment 
he approved Jack to 
come in for 9am to 
arrest suspect 
- drafted up PTA & OIC 
& placed in Jack’s 
diary slot 
[black] 
[black] 
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(July 23, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

on air advising  
comms of current  
locations 
11:20 Jack advised to  
[black] re Harassment call  
12:20 [black] PC Jack)  
interview victim /  
complainant 
- + waited for them  
to make decision 
16:05 - he spoke with [black]  
@ [black] 
- found out when  
girl cashiers  
were + asked  
Sgt. Flindall to  
come in on  
OT tomorrow (Fri) to  
interview them 
- still never got their  
details ie name,  
DOB, address, etc. 
18:05 - met with Sgt. Flindall  
discuss Harassment  
call PC Jack doing 
- while I was sitting  
in Cst’s office doing  
my work I overheard S 
gt. Flindall advise PC 
 Jack to complete  
Crown brief tonite –  
i.e. synopsis, show  
cause, photocopy  
written statements  
+ add to brief –  
do not enter them  
on Niche – victim 
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(July 23, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

 

statement – summarize  
do not transcribe  
the DVD 
- get night shift to  
assist + if not then  
- I asked PC Brockley  
to who was in the  
office to check on  
PC Jack when I  
went off duty 
- at approximately 2100 hrs –  
2200 hrs I received  
-(9:32 hrs on cell)   
I was advise by  
PC Brookley that  
he had left detachment  
to get food gone  
approximately 1 hour + when  
he came back PC  
Brockley learned  
he had gone to  
[black]  
and bought earphones 
- I asked PC Brockley  
if he’s asked for  
any assistance  
he advised he  
hadn’t 
- at approximately 1045 pm  
I received text from  
PC Brockley that  
PC Jack typing work  
on word document  
so unable to  
see progress on Niche 
- I later learned  
from PC Brockley that   
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(July 23, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

PC Jack asked  
PC Brockley to finish  
his brief from him  
because he was tired  
+ needed to go  
home 
- further he never  
completed the brief  
+ submitted as  
per Sgt. Flindall  
orders/instructions 
- male never arrested 
- PC Brockley +  
PC Jack spoke with  
S/Sgt. Campbell  
who was in +  
got Jack approved  
to come in in  
morning to arrest +  
release male  
for Harassment 
- I was advised  
PC Jack was told  
to come in @ 8am  
then changed to 9am 
- PC Jack to arrest  
+ release male +  
brief can be done  
on shift. 
- PC Brockley advised  
he did the PTA  
OIC for PC Jack  
for the next day 
-------------------> 
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(July 23, 2009) (Volume 1, B), Sgt. Flindall’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Note the quality of the notes – they are very thorough and detailed. Note the following excerpts: 

• ‘(GOR later)’ 
• ‘(don’t type in)’ 
• ‘adv him not to transcribe video statements’ (Note the emphasis of the word ‘not’ by underlining it) 
• ‘adv him to leave synopsis till end if time’ 
• ‘have the crown brief together so an A.Warrant can be sought tomorrow’ 

Unless Sgt. Flindall had a crystal ball, then on July 23, 2009, at approximately 18:25 Sgt. Flindall could not 
have possibly known what I was going to do that evening, e.g. transcribe the video statement, type in the 
General Occurrence Report (GOR), etc. As a matter of fact, on July 23, 2009, at approximately 18:25 Sgt. 
Flindall was eager to leave the detachment to go on vacation as he was already late. I do clearly remember 
him leaving the detachment promptly after our conversation re: Criminal Harassment case. I have no 
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recollection of him staying at the detachment to do up his notes. Had Sg.t Flindall stayed at the detachment 
I would have been aware of it. 

The truth of the matter is that Sgt. Flindall wrote his officer’s notes after he had returned from vacation at 
which time he had already been contacted by PC Payne on his cellular phone, who reported to him in 
excruciating detail what I did (thanks to PC Payne’s common-law spouse PC Brockley for conveying his 
surveillance observations of me) and that I did not follow his directions.  

 

 

Sgt. Flindall made his detailed notes upon returning to duty from vacation and he prepared them covering 
all the points brought to his attention by PC Payne. They were done neatly and legibly so that anyone could 
easily read them and concur with my failure to follow orders from a supervisor. That is why at that time he 
emphasized the word ‘not’ by underlining it so as to serve the purpose of justifying a negative 233-10. How 
can anyone attach any credibility to Sgt. Flindall’s notes? Moreover, how can anyone attach any credibility 
to anyone’s notes regarding me when there was this insatiable appetite to see everything that I did in a 
negative perspective? 

For an in-depth explanation of the incident, please refer to the Listening Skills section in my rebuttal to my 
Month 6 & 7 PER (Exhibit 57). 

(July 23, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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(July 23, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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My responses to the above 5 bullet point entries are as follows: 

• The reason I asked Sgt. Flindall if I could interview the cashiers on my day off was because during 
July 2009 I was so overworked that I virtually had no time to do it during my time on duty when the 
cahiers were working – either our working times were out of sync or I was busy with calls for 
service. When I asked Sgt. Flindall if I could attend the business location to interview the cashiers I 
specifically stated that I was not going to claim Over Time, but wanted to do so voluntarily. When 
Sgt. Flindall denied my request I complied.    

• Addressed above and beyond. 
• I wonder if PC Payne and PC Brockley had not been common-law spouses and worked in different 

detachments what would have happened. One is for sure would be certain: PC Payne would not 
have been able to be updated regularly about my activities.  

• Same as above. 
• Same as above. 

The Tribunal should note this overt scrutiny (as so perfectly documented by PC Payne) and how it was in 
dire contradiction to what was stated in the Counsel’s response to the Application. In the response the 
Counsel’s position is one that the Respondent did not subject me to an inordinate amount of scrutiny that 
was different from the rest of the probationary recruits and that I was not placed under surveillance. 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 46:
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(July 23/24, 2009) (Volume 3, X), S/Sgt. Campbell’s notes: 

 

 

Thursday 23 July 09 
22:04 [black] 
00:43 – Authorized  
OT. Mike  
[black] 
Will come am 
01:00 OFF Duty 

 

(July 23/24, 2009) S/Sgt. Campbell’s transcribed notes pertaining to Constable Michael Jack:
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(July 24, 2009) (Volume 1, I-111): 

:  

(July 24, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A): 
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(July 24, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 24, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 24, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 24, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 
 

 

(July 24, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes (Re PC Jack): 

 

 

 

24 Aug July 2009  
(FRIDAY) 
- I received a phone  
call from PC  
Laperle enquiring  
why PC Jack  
at work today 
- I spoke with OIC  
Postma regarding  
PC Jack at work  
+ progress + that  
he was just to  
come in + arrest +  
release male 
18:15 - approx. 
spoke with PC Postma  
who called me to  
advise PC Jack still  
at office – just  
arrested male + 
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(July 24, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:

 

My response to the above 3 bullet point entries is as follows: 

As explained in the excerpt from my statement I was exhausted (and still sick from previous day). That 
coupled with the lack of experience to deal with this investigation and lack of assistance made what would 
have taken an experienced officer a relative short amount of time took me much longer. PC Payne did not 
want to realize that it would naturally take a probationary officer much longer to do something that an 
experienced officer would do rather quickly. She was off duty and presumably home. Yet she found it 
incumbent upon herself to keep observations on me. In fact it bothered her so much that she was literally 
pondering why I had taken so long.  

Once again this is another example of the contradiction to Counsel`s position that I was not subjected to an 
overly excessive amount of scrutiny than the rest of the probationary officers at the detachment. 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 46:

 

 

(July 25, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology: 
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My responses to the above 4 bullet point entries are as follows: 

• I find it hard to believe that PC Payne went to such an extreme as to attend the detachment on her 
scheduled day off to review my notes. It is amazing how many examples of the scrutiny I was under 
were in the Respondent’s disclosure yet Counsel asserted in the response to my application that I 
was not subjected to an overly excessive amount of scrutiny than the rest of the probationary 
officers at the detachment. 

• The overall desire to document me negatively appears to be paramount whereas common sense 
would dictate once again that a probationary officer is going to make several mistakes and blunders 
simply due to lack of experience and the need to speak to such an officer with a positive attitude of 
addressing the deficiencies while building the officer up should be the priority. In reflection on this 
revelation and in absence of evidence to the contrary I see the following stemming from the 
prejudices of my superiors towards me: 

o The tenderness of my service thus far (at the time of my criticism) was never taken into 
consideration, 
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o The fact that I was left to handle complex investigations beyond my scope of knowledge and 
expertise was never taken into consideration, 

o Common sense would dictate that what should take an experienced officer a few hours of 
work would take an inexperienced officer several hours of work, 
 PC Payne had been a police officer for approximately 10 years and was native to 

Peterborough area, while I only had 6 months on, was a probationary with no 
experience dealing with such cases at all and was not native to Peterborough area. 

o If they only focused on building me up they would not have wasted enormous amounts of 
their time finding faults with me and negatively documenting me. Alas, they were driven by 
racial hatred towards me and people who are driven by hatred act irrationally. 

• What was the urgency? PC Payne even went to the extreme of speaking to Sgt. Flindall and updating 
him while he was on his vacation – simply incredible! 

• Fair enough 

As far as the overtime was concerned then I was criticized and documented for accumulating 30 hours of 
overtime in a Criminal Harassment investigation whereas S/Sgt. Campbell accumulated 12 hours of his time 
simply addressing an e-mail from the Chief Crown Attorney Brian Gilkinson in August 2009. 

• First, I incurred 20 hours of overtime, but since 1 hour of overtime equals 1.5 of regular time, they 
conveniently used larger figure to make it look damaging. If they had of said that S/Sgt. Campbell 
used 18 hours of overtime then it would have been fair.   

• Second, I had to drive to the accused’s residence, which was located in the City of Kawartha Lakes 
(outside of the Peterborough County), seize, process and then lodge his 17 registered firearms and 
ammunition. That was a very time consuming process. 

• Third, my overtime on Friday afternoon, July 24, 2009, was not approved by S/Sgt. Campbell so I 
basically worked an extra shift for free. 
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Niche RMS Report list, Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 2, 2012): 

 

 

I appreciate this additional disclosure provided by the Counsel for the Respondent on March 2, 2012, which 
as the date and badge number clearly indicate was printed by PC Payne on July 25, 2009. This additional 
disclosure proves my assertions and I hope the Tribunal will take note of the following: 

PC Brockley asserted in his notes the following: ‘that I would draft PTA + OIC Undertaking & would leave 
in his diary slot’ 

I asserted in my statement the following: 

 

Since PC Brockley’s name is nowhere to be found in the above Niche RMS print out re: Criminal Harassment 
(SP09164458) one can easily see that PC Brockley did not save the PTA + OIC Undertaking in the Niche RMS 
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system and that I was right in my statement. On July 24, 2009, I sought assistance from PC Kevin Duignan 
who taught me how to do the PTA + OIC Undertaking. The preparation of the documents took time since 
the digital copy of the OIC Undertaking did not render itself easily to the lengthy conditions I had to impose 
on the accused, specifically the following lines: 

 

 

and we had to think and tinker around with the wording before it was finalized (Exhibit 110). 

Furthermore, in light of this additional evidence I am suspicious that, being an experienced officer PC 
Brockley not only failed to save the PTA + OIC Undertaking in the Niche RMS, but also messed the 
documents up, the whole thing was nothing, but a set up. Sgt. Flindall and PC Payne consciously set me up 
with this case and later enjoyed the fruits of their malignant and unlawful plan to oppress and discredit me. 
To further substantiate this speculation of mine please consider the fact that PC Brockley is an experienced 
officer with many arrests and many well prepared Crown Briefs yet he does such a shoddy job for me. 

(July 27, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:

 

 

(July 27, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 
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(July 28, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

28 July 2009 (TUES) 
18:00 ON DUTY 
 
[black] – Filman 
 
[black] – PC Jack 
- partner - Aux  
Cst. Phil Wilson 
- two calls for reports 
[black] – Filman 
Assault on child 
[black] Jack 
[black] Davidson assigned  
call in 
[black] call came  
 
 
in and 10 min to  
6pm 
- shift prep 
18:15 - briefing 
VCARS + support link 
18:18 PC Moran advise call  
coming in at 10 mins to 6pm  
– PC Jack was asked by PC 
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(July 28, 2009) (Volume 3, Z), PC Payne’s notes: 

 

 

 

Davidson to take  
details – refused  
said he didn’t  
start until 6pm 
18: - to assign with  
comms to Jack 
18:25 PC Jack asked me  
if any calls outstanding 
- advised him he  
can do one 3 call  
assigned to PC  
Davidson – Found  
property 
18:44 [black] 
m will make a  
copy of DVD-video  
from that night 
19:12 - at [black]  
advised they provided  
DVD copies to Cst.  
Jim Evans – OPP  
today 
- patrol Water St. N/B  
to Trent. 

 

(July 28, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:
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My responses to the above 2 bullet point entries are as follows: 

I hope the Tribunal will see how this entry in the point form chronology furthers attests that I was 
subjected to a greater amount of scrutiny than others. While I do not remember the nature of the call that I 
allegedly refused to take, it would only be rational not to take a non-emergent call if you are not on duty 
yet. Just because I used to come to the detachment earlier to work on previous calls and to study does not 
mean I was ready for duty at 17:50 hrs. Also, since it was a property related call, what was the urgency? 
Moreover, I took a number of calls for service prior to the commencement of my duty, however, that was 
never reflected anywhere except for in my officer’s notes, which are in the possession of the Respondent.  

In all of my PERs by PC Filman in the Appearance section he noted the following:  

 

(July 29, 2009) (Volume 1, I-110):

 

I sent the above email to D/Cst. Jeff Smith of Kingston City police in reference to the credit card fraud 
investigation (SP09087157) (Exhibit 47c, pages 1 – 9). 
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(July 29, 2009) (Volume 1, I-73): 

 

(July 31, 2009) (Volume 1, I-8 and Volume 1, I-109):

 

(July 31, 2009) (Volume 1, I-96):
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(July 31, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 3, 2012 and April 5, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 

 

 

 
 
(July 31, 2009) (Volume 1, I-109): 
(Standaert vs. Anderson, Exhibit 47c, pages 60, 64 – 70)

 
 
Of interest are the following points: 

• Mr. Jeff Standaert and Mr. Doug Anderson were in a chronic neighbor dispute for 7 years (Exhibit 
47c, pages 65 – 67 and Volume 1, B, July 18, 2009). 

• Numerous officers from Peterborough County OPP Detachment as well as from the Peterborough 
Lakefield Community Police were involved in attending to their complaints against each other, 
including PC Filman, PC Yves Piette, PC Marc Gravelle and PC Dan Gay. 
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• In July 2009 I heard that Insp. Johnston was going to assign D/Cst. Heather Mcleish to look into the 
matter to try to put an end to it, but I do not think she was assigned to the case. 

• In August 2009 I heard PC Marc Gravelle saying that Mr. Standaert contacted Peterborough MP 
Dean Del Mastro for assistance with the resolution of his chronic neighbor dispute. 

• In mid-August Mr. Anderson attended Peterborough OPP Detachment where S/Sgt. Ron Campbell 
had a lengthy conversation with him (other officers must have been present during the 
conversation too). I witnessed S/Sgt. Campbell make an utterance something to the effect that he 
hoped Mr. Anderson would die in Florida (Mr. Anderson lived in Florida over the winter) and never 
make it back to Peterborough alive and the problem would naturally go away. 

• In mid-August a detachment wide e-mail from Insp. Johnston ordered the officers to make every 
single interaction with either Mr. Anderson or any complainants in their ongoing dispute reportable.  

• Per direct order from Sgt. Flindall (Exhibit 26c, page 16 and Volume 1, B, July 18, 2009) I prepared 
and submitted an advice Crown Brief Synopsis to Crown Attorney Brian Gilkinson (Exhibit 47c, page 
65 – 67). I prepared it mostly at home.  

• At the time I was very surprised that the resolution of the dispute was delegated to me. Being an 
overworked front line rookie I honestly did not know how to put an end to a 7 year long ongoing 
dispute between the two local parties. Please refer to Crown Attorney Brian Gilkinson’s response to 
me regarding measures that should have been taken in regards to the matter (Exhibit 47c, page 67 – 
68). 

• Mr. Anderson was criminally charged at the end of August 2009 and further criminally charged at 
the end of September 2009 by Peterborough County OPP (Exhibit 47c, pages 68 – 70). 

 
(July 31, 2009) (Volume 1, I-108): 
(R vs. Williamson, SP09164458)

 
 
The above e-mail proves that that I incurred 20 hours of overtime, but since 1 hour of overtime equals 1.5 
of regular time, they conveniently used the larger figure (30 hours) to make it look damaging.  
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(July 31, 2009) Counsel’s additional disclosure (March 13, 2012), PC Jack’s notes: 

 

 

 

 

(July or August, 2009) (Volume 3, BB) Point Form Chronology:

 

The documentation of the incident is only partially true as I called PC Laperle (who used to be in the 
Highway Safety Division unit) because PC Filman was not responding to my calls. Shortly after I had gotten 
off the phone with PC Laperle, PC Filman called me back. PC Filman’s estimate of the date of the incident is 
totally wrong again. The incident took place on June 24, 2009, (Exhibit 47d, page 9):  
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In the entire month of July 2009 in the Respondent’s disclosure there is no evidence of Sgt. Flindall holding 
a performance evaluation meeting with me because it never took place. Also, from the Respondent’s 
disclosure of PC Filman’s notes in reference to his interaction with me it is evident that during the entire 7 
months of “coaching” me approximately 15 pages (ONLY) of his notes were in relation to his interactions 
with me. Did the Respondent care to follow the Ontario Provincial Police Orders at all? 
 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders, Probationary Constable Evaluation Report Guidelines (Volume 7, 5):

 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders, Law Enforcement, 2.51.1: Supervision – Member (Volume 7, 1):

 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders, Law Enforcement, 2.51.1: Supervision – Member (Volume 7, 1): 

 

Ontario Provincial Police Orders, Administration & Infrastructure, 6.4: Human Resources (Volume 7, 2):
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